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Progressive Technologies, Modernization of HPPs Aimed at
Rationalization in a Use of a Hydroenergetic Potential and

Environment Protection.
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Technical equipaent of hydroelectric power plants !HPPs) built in river basin Van, aiddls Kran
ana an Danube frca 1936 to 1996 corresponded in its design to the given technology levei and
requireaents for their functions - energy utilization of a hydroenersetic potential and water
functions of waterworks. They were built as run of river, storage and peak-load power stations.
Starting with Uptovska Mara HPP (1975), construction of puiped storage sets (2 i 4? ffH with Oeviazo
turbines) started. Two lachine sets (Kaplan turbines with synchronous generators) were installed in
water-power plants. A three «achine set arrangeaent (a synchronous generator, Francis turbine and
a t»o-sta?e PUSP with a claw clutch) was installed in the puaped storage plant Cierny Yah ii?S0).
The sets in HPP Tvrdosin, HPP BeSeftava, HVE Velke Ko:aalovc9, HVE Gabcikovo and HVE Hoson in
installed norizor.tally in coibination with asynchronous generators. 73 sets with a total instilled
capacity 2,26S.76 BH are operational at present. A schedule of realization is shown in charts .No. 1
and 2 in the annex to this entry. Two hydroelectric power plants - Zilins and Cuftova - are being
built in 1997.

CKB Slanska, Skoda Pkert, faraer IPR Cakovice, with older water-power plants CKD Praha, sut
also Sieaens and foraer BBC are prevailing aanufacturers of equipnent far hydroelectric power and
puaped storage plants. A design of speed governors, excitation sets of generators and control
eleaents of sets and autoaatic systeas of the equipment corresponded in a siailar way to a technical
developaent, too. The original speed governors were of an on-hydraulic type, excitation sets by BBC
ccapany, Skoda Pliert (ail-pressure governors, /18NG - -sagnetic governors;. Autaaatic systeas
underwent a sequential expansion of partial relay automatic systeas up to a ccapiex relay operating
autoaatic systea of a set. Capacity of HPPs and PSPs (puaped storage plants) is lad into different
voltage systeas fros LV (0.5 »H aachine of HPP Tvrdosin), 22 kV, 110 kV UP to 400 kV systeas with
6 sets of PSP Cierny Van and 6 sets of HPP Gabilkovo. In the sa«e ways as the production equipaent,
the equipaent oi LV distribution systea, direct current distribution systsa, JiV and W switchgears
of HPPs and PSPs irs also of a different design and froa different aanufacturers.

Raquireaents for operational functions of hydroelectric power plants were aiso developed with
the development of a power systea of the Slovak Republic, building new sources itneraal and later
nuclear plants). Of the function of run of rivsr HPPs or peak load HPPs, respectively, controlling
functions, functions of a systea reserve (PSP Cierny Vahi took over and since'connection to UCPTE in
October 1995, functions in the area of ?ris&n and secondary controls it use in a peak aode of
operation of selected HPPs in a daily load diagras have been defined.

Together with changes in rsquiresents for functions oi HPPs, a necessary process of repairs and
aaintenance of HPPs and PSPs and a process of aodernization and updating of equipaent have also
occurred; requireaents for environaent protection, aostly protection of rivers against crude oil
products, have appeared. Efforts to aake the use of hydraenergetic potential aore efficient - an
increase in efficiency of production of a priaary electrical energy (optiaaiiration of operational
paraasiers oi sets, but also a change in their hydraulic profiles) and also reduction of the actual
consuaption for productional and non-productional purposes (utilization of idle heat of generators
and potter transforaers), have occurred.

In 60s and 70s, a global concept in directing a technical design of equipaent for HPPs was
unified, a group controi of HPP sets was accepted and a developaent of dispatching and inforsaticn
systsss, and later also a control systea, of HPPs of Vah cascade has started. Rules for unified
systea of aaintenance -and-rspairs—af-.-equipaent_.-..technical extent.of_.Jli»ftC4£iafla 1 aaintenance,
inspections and repairs - were established. Dropout capability of equipaent was unified and jethods
of diagnostic and warning aeasuresents for evaluation of a condition and residual durability of
crucial points of equipaent sere started. But a technical diversity of the equipaent required m
individual approach to a specification of an extent of repairs and aodernization, however the
fallowing aiin priorities of this process have been established, they were proved to be the correct
ones in operational practice:
- an increase in operational reliability of equipaent of HPPs
- an increase in efficiency of a conversion of hydroenergetic potential
- a decrease of rates of personnel of HPPs
- a change to a resote iniorsiiion and control systea enaoiing an effective operation of Van



in E3 system respecting hydraulic relitionsfiips of H?Ps 2f the cascade
- an increase in operabiiity and readiness of the -sets
- an increase in environaent protection
- io introduction at sethods of diagnostic and warms? aaasareaents as a necessary part a' saving

the process of maintenance and repair of the equipssnt sere efficient.

A phasa I of modernization of equipaent of HPPs, replaceaant of voltage governors - use of
analog tyristar governors of SKG type (Skoda fizen), a coapiex automation with consequent anaisg
autoGperatars of HPP, introduction of reaote aeasureaent, indication and control of HPP frca
a centre - a coapany dispatching centre of Vodne eleV. trams Trenc'n - were finished in 70s.

In 80s, a process of replacement of relay autoaatic systeas with ZEPALGG systems (fixed logic)
was started, a coaputeri:ed processing of laintsnancs programs was introduced, use of computer
technology of RPP or SKEP types, respectively in the area of control of technologic processes in HP?
and also in the area of an automated control of a caapany was started. In the area of control
processes, 90s are characterised by introduction of digital technology, use of licroprocessors in
the area of control systess for turbine speed, excitation of generators, sequential autoaates of
sets as a part of distributed control systeas of units af equipment of HPPs and also group governors
of units of HPPs and PSPs.

Use of a aicroprocessor technology m the arsa of dispatching and control systeas was at the
saae tiae also a qualitative step in a control of HPP and ?3P as a unit towards £S systea. An
information and control systea was completed with a corrector af optiaalizatio/5 of a cascade and the
present level of operation control of HPP and P5P correspond to a European standard including
providing control functions of HPP and PS? to an electric systea.

Certainly, introduction of autoaation, development of dispatching and control technology
required, and still requires, a corresponding ievel of a basic production and distribution equipaent
of HPP and PSP - a change to switching equipaent with SFj aediua, to vacuua LV and HV switching
equipaent, aotor driven LV and HV distonnectors, arresters of ZNO types (VHV and HV), replacenent of
older types of transforaers, modification of governors, distribution transforaers, sy-stess of
eiectric protections (continuous process of replacement of relay types and electronic protections
ZPA), introduction of a systea of total aeasureaent of electricity within SE, a.s. (DG C500).

In 1984 - 1995, analog and aicroprocessor governors of turbine speed were coaplated witii
circuits for a function of a prisary control in compliance with UCPTE conditions and HPPs, as
a unit, were adopted to a governor of E5 systea, too. Diagnostic of insulation systeas of generators
and coupons/its of electric equipaent including aeasureaent of earthing and protection systeas of ti??
was brought to a standard level. Development of a aachine diagnostic has started perspective;/.
Vibroaetric measurements with an analysis of nodes of sets have also been introduced in idiiiion to
standard control aeasureaents. Permanent and close co-operation with both technical universities in
the Slovak Republic (STU Bratislava, VSBS Zilina) and manufacturers of equipaent is a basis for
developaent of diagnostic aethods.

Designs of a replaceaent of composite sateriais af axial segments with foils of high-aolecuiar
polyethylenes have also proved in practice (reduction of lass in bearings, increase in a tightness
of distributors - an iaportance at a tiae of accaauiation, including introduction of control
aeasureaents, introduction of monitoring in the area af vibrations of nbdeVcf sets."'Maintenance,
repair and upgrading of equipaent in HPPs and PSPs strictly follows an increase in environment

^protection and a requirement for improvement of the existing state has a natural priority aver an
effective technical design.

Among the most important results, the following snould be aentioned: introduction of oil
separators in all HPPs and PSPs for treatment of waste water froa HPPs and PSPs, introduction of
a lubrication-free support oi loner parts of turbines, continuous tightness control of turbine wheel
hubs and replaceaent of original collar seaiings of pins 2f turbine biades with doubled seaiings,
continuous periodical acnitorinq of xaste water fns Hr? and check for a contents of cruse oil



produces, construction of sealed tints below external power transforaers and finished construction
of treataent plants for rain watar froa transforser areas, preparation of a replacetent of
transformers HV, LV for internal cofisuaption of the equipaent in HPP - a change to dry transforaers,
a strict uss af sealed aeasuring oil transforaers or a change to transformers with SFj aediua in
110 k.V switchqear, a change frca 110 kv low-oil power disconnectors to disconnectors with 0F4
aediua, finishing the construction of treataent plants for waste water froa HPPs and PSPs in the
whole extent of operated hydroelectric power plants, creation of conditions and a perianent control
of manipulation with dangerous wastes resulting in a process of saintenance and repair including
their disposal in coapliance with a valid legislation, peraanent cooperation with a water aanageaent
operator and providing a specified storage of wastes froa treataent of inlets of HPPs and PSPs
including modernization of cleaning aachines of the inlet objects. The level reached in the area of
environaent protection and a condition of equipment in HPPs and PSPs are also a prove of a positive
response of results froa the control activities of respective institutions in environaent protection
which state a substantial increase of the condition within the last five years which, binds to
strictly continue in the accepted program.

(lain goals in the area of operation, repairs and aodernization of HPPs and PSPs for future
period of tiae are given by the goals of changes being carried out in SE, a.s. projected into the
conditions of operation of HPPs and PSPs. The goal is to have HPPs and PSPs operated with a ainiaua
operational personnel which requires to finish a process of modernization of autoaatic systeas and
dispatching control technology with an eaphasis placed on the area of sensors and power control
eleaents of sets and distribution equipment, to finish building of an effective aooitoring of
vibrations of nodes of the sets of HPPs and PSPs (Koapass systea by Bruel and Kjaer coapany used in
HPP Gabcfkova, the systeas realized in HPPs Tvrdosfn, SeSeitova", Nosice, Ilava, Hriccv, Povafska
Bystrica, etc.), to finish building of a reaote control through sequences of distribution equipment
of HPPs and PSPs (with operator-free plants), introduction of technical equipaent into the area of
protection of objects of HPPs and PSPs (electronic protection built in HPP Gabcfkovo and PSP Cierny
Vah), developaent of diagnostic methods and warning aeasureaents as aeans for increasing the
efficiency of repair and aaintenance processes - to continue in a process of enforceaent of
a sufficiently effective aaintenance of equipaent in HPPs and PSPs keeping their high operational
reliability.

~ A process of aodernization of nodes of equipaent of HPPs and PSPs has been extended lately to
cover all pieces of equipment of HPP aiaed at an increase in effectiveness of HPP as a unit. Turbine
wheels of selected HPPs were replaced in the past, replaceaent of iapellers of puaps of machines in
PSP Cierny Vah started at present and a complex aodernization of our oldest KPP Ladce (1936! is
planned aiaed at an increase in absorption capacity of water turbines with an increase in their
efficiency. The process of increasing the efficiency of the existing units without substantial
construction changes in blocks of turbines gives also an economic acceptability to the aentioned
approaches from the point of view of both the gained installed capacity and electrical energy
production compared to an option of building a modern hydroelectric power plant (HVE) and it is also
•ore acceptable froa the point of view of environaent protection than newly built HVEs.

All of the technical changes, a process of increasing the use of a hydroenergetic potential and
also environaent protection are being realized and will be realized only by high quality workers.
Thus a program of transition to a more effective provision of activities with simultaneous increase
in qualification and multipurpose use of laborforce is a part of the equipaent development prograa.
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Annex Na»1, 2
instalovam'' v^kon v SE-VET 0.2. - Installed Capacity in

SE-VET o.z.
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